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What is makerspace?
What is maker centred learning?



Definitions

(from 1:24-2:06)

a space for shared social learning that is inter-disciplinary and trans-literate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many definitions but essentially, a makerspace is:a space that facilitates creativity, invention and makinga space that is focused on the intersection of technology with physical makinga space that aims to ignite an interest in how things work, how things can be improved and what things need to be created or invented – a place to bridge the creator vs. consumer gapMakerspaces were born in libraries and, like libraries, have always been a space for shared social learning that is inter-disciplinary and trans-literate.

https://www.facebook.com/BialikCollege/videos/394462481051880/


Outline of the day

Make 
something

Challenge 
your thinking

Participate in 
thinking 
routines

Document 
the idea 

development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, you will actively participate in maker-centred learning. Your task for the day, is to make a working arcade machine, out of cardboard and recycled materials.Throughout the day, we will pause your making, and attempt to challenge your thinking by presenting new ideas and concepts. We will also participate in some thinking routines that are key to promoting creative and critical problem solving skills. Along your making journey, you will document not just your thinking, but the development of the idea itself.



Biography of an idea

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are privileged to have Dr Edward Clapp with us during this conference. One of the key ideas I, along with a small group of teachers here at Bialik have been exploring with Edward, is called the biography of an idea. This idea will be the focus of Edward’s morning plenary on Sunday and Monday, so I apologise for that this will be a spoiler for some. I’ll leave the detailed explanation to Edward but essentially, we need to consider that when we document, we don’t document a finished product, like your game, but we document the development of the idea itself.You have each been given a small notebook. This is for you to track the development of your idea. In essence, this book will become the biography of your idea.You can document in any format you like – I have students doing flow charts, some annotating photos, other drawing and some using text. 



New definition of STEM

Systems Thinking

Technical skills & knowledge

Empathy

Mathematical thinking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we go any further, I would like to propose that maker centred learning forms a STEM curriculum. However, I believe we need to redefine STEM.Today we’re going to focus on the “S” and the “E”.



Cardboard arcade: Biography entry #1

Take a minute to consider what you will make for 
the cardboard arcade challenge.

Record your thinking in any way you like.



Thinking Routine: PPC

Consider the object in front of you. Record your thinking on the 
butcher’s paper.

• Describe the purpose/s of the object

• Draw the object (consider the object from different 

perspectives/angles)

• Outline the parts of the object – pull apart if desired

• Look at the interactions between the parts: what is the 

relationship between the parts and the object’s purpose?



Systems Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both systems thinking and design thinking are central to maker centred learning. However, often systems thinking is forgotten.



What is the purpose of systems 
thinking?

• A process for problem finding
• Provide or change perspective 
• Problem finding then leads to 

problem solving, and design 
thiking

Systems Thinking: Big Questions



Cardboard arcade: Biography entry #2

Take a minute to consider what you will make for 
the cardboard arcade challenge.

> How has the Purpose, Parts, Complexities routine 
influenced your thinking?



Time to Make!



https://www.slideshare.net/aveef/play-learn-in-global-uiux-design-
competition-118773350

Empathy: UI, UX

UI UX

https://www.slideshare.net/aveef/play-learn-in-global-uiux-design-competition-118773350


https://syndicode.com/2017/10/06/ux-vs-ui/

Empathy: UI, UX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Even the fanciest spoon wouldn’t be able to make a bad soup taste good. And the best UI would not save the user from a bad User Experience. At the same time, even the best soup in the world served in a flat dish (bad UI) will guarantee the worst User Experience. Therefore, a good UI is an integral part of a good UX.”

https://syndicode.com/2017/10/06/ux-vs-ui/


https://medium.com/swlh/ui-ux-design-guide-with-terms-explanations-tips-and-trends-754b9356d914

Start with the why
Empathy: UI, UX

https://medium.com/swlh/ui-ux-design-guide-with-terms-explanations-tips-and-trends-754b9356d914


Cardboard arcade: Biography entry #3

Take a minute to consider what you are making for 
the cardboard arcade challenge.

> How has an understanding of UX and UI 
influenced your thinking?



Time to Make!



Empathy: Inclusive design

• Look for points of exclusion
• E.g. deaf users couldn’t rely of audio-based prompts

• Identify situational challenges
• E.g. a user in a wheelchair can’t get close enough to the 

game to play it, despite being physically able

• Recognise personal bias
• E.g. All instructions in English assume that all users have 

English as a language (or can read)

• Provide equivalent user experiences
• E.g. Providing an easier target for a user in a wheelchair 

does not provide the same experience as able users



Cardboard arcade: Biography entry #4

Take a minute to consider what you are making for 
the cardboard arcade challenge.

> How has an understanding of UX and UI 
influenced your idea?



Time to Make!



Swap your make with another person.
Consider the unfamiliar object in front of you

• Describe the purpose/s of the object
• Draw the object (consider the object from different 

perspectives/angles)
• Outline the parts of the object – pull apart if desired
• Look at the interactions between the parts: what is 

the relationship between the parts and the object’s 
purpose?

Give the object back and discuss.

Thinking Routine: PPI



Cardboard arcade: Biography entry #5

Take a minute to consider what you are making for 
the cardboard arcade challenge.

> How has the feedback from your partner’s PPI 
influenced your thinking?



Time to Make!



From co-curricular to curricular

Be an opportunist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you move your makerspace from co-curricular to curricular engagement?Be an opportunist, don’t wait for an invitation – Keep your ear to the ground at all timese.g. Kinder art? -> combine with sound and create interactive art using Makey Makeye.g. Science week? -> turn the staircase into a piano for the weekThere is a clear obligation to fulfil the Digital Technologies Curriculum and Design and Technologies Curriculum within the Australian Curriculum It is easier to justify expenditure when resources are used by multiple disciplines Money spent on makerspace where programs run within the curriculum is money spent on the curriculum



Transformation not change

From co-curricular to curricular

SAMR Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure makerspace and making is not presented as a polemic against traditional educational structures - one is not at the expense of the otherMaking transforms traditional units and doesn't threaten to change the content of the curriculum The SAMR model best illustrates the role of technology to transform educatione.g. Dioramas with 360 camera -> view in VR headset



Makerspace as a concept

From co-curricular to curricular

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Makerspace is a concept, a theory, a way of learning, a set of dispositions and not just a space or its contents. As such, it can be brought into any classroom or space.Physically, a makerspace can be a dedicated space, a series of spaces or even mobile (or a combination of all 3)e.g. our ELC makerspace is a series of themed tubs, designed to go into classrooms rather than take kids out of themFlexibility breeds opportunity



Repetition,
repetition, 

repetition

Generating buy-in

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you generate buy-in from administration, teachers, students and parents?Be a part of everythingContinually present making and your makerspace is as many contexts and in as many ways as possibleJust like broccoli, you need to present it in many ways, on different days until the understanding of “what’s good for you” grows



Multiple points of entry

Generating buy-in

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buy-in comes from using multiple Points of Entry – can use them all and in combination- Project-based (e.g. today we’re making slime)- Free Play- Skills-based/workshop: "How To"- Problem-solving or community based- Competition- Exhibition or demonstration - Expert ("Maker-in-residence")



Power of information

Generating buy-in

39%
61%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sign-in, tracking -> statisticsMembership processClear links to 21st Century skills and dispositions being sought by employers – this is especially important to parentsLink to research



Makerspace is a mindset

Generating buy-in

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Makerspaces start with a mindset - this is free and can be taken from class to class with ease.A slow build up of equipment and materials is a positive thing and can be better than a big spend. If you buy it slowly, you have exactly what you want and are responsive to students' needs.Emphasis on recycled and reused materials over expensive and specialised equipment – This approach is more accessible to parents and staff than technical terms. Reused and repurposed materials also inspire creativity and innovation.Grow the mindset first, the resources are secondary.



Maker Educators (Australia)

Lists of resources and links:
http://roxannesummer.weebly.com/

Roxanne: summer@Bialik.vic.edu.au
Andreas: Kammea@Bialik.vic.edu.au
Raff: grassr@Bialik.vic.edu.au

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you 

https://www.facebook.com/BialikCollege/videos/394462481051880/
http://roxannesummer.weebly.com/
mailto:summer@Bialik.vic.edu.au
mailto:Kammea@Bialik.vic.edu.au
mailto:grassr@Bialik.vic.edu.au
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